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Apollo Tyres opened its first greenfield 
investment outside of India on April 7.  
The company has set the bar high for the 
more than 72-hectare factory that 

COST 

EUR 475 million, 
and is located in Gyöngyöshalász, less 
than 100 km from Budapest. The plant 
will be responsible for supplying not 
just the passenger tire segment, but 
also the truck and bus radial (TBR) 
market as well.

“The final capacity at the end of Phase 
I would be 5.5 million passenger car & 
light truck (PCLT) tires and 675,000 
commercial vehicle tires,” the company, 
which currently employs 400 people in 
the country, tells the Budapest Business 
Journal. It expects full capacity to be 
reached by the fall of 2018.

Gradual Increase
The new facility in Gyöngyöshalász 
complements the company’s older factory 
in the Netherlands, and will produce both 
the Apollo and Vredestein brands for the 
European market. “Apollo Tyres targets 
the OE [Original Equipment] market in 
Europe, and regarding this, our greenfield 
in Hungary has a key role, as the new 
factory will cater to the European market 
with a larger product portfolio. With tires 
rolling out from our Hungarian factory, we 
are looking forward to a gradual increase 
in our market share in Europe over 
the next few years,” says Apollo Tyres.
Apparently, the company is embracing the 

concept that investing in education and 
youth is always necessary for a productive 
future. “We are very proud of our dual 
education program in cooperation with two 
vocational schools in Heves county, as well 
as with the University of Miskolc. We are 
about to educate the next generation of tire 
professionals,” Apollo boasts.

The tire maker has recently announced 
that, after successfully tackling their 
exams, 22 students who have been 
involved in its dual education program 
can start their practical training at the 
plant. Students participating in the dual 
education program fulfil the theoretical 
part of their training either at the József 
Attila Technical School in Gyöngyös or 
at the Eötvös József Protestant Education 
Center in Heves, and afterwards attend 
practical training in Apollo’s plant.

Additionally, the company appears to 
be very conscious of social contribution as 
well as being environmentally-friendly. 
“We [have] supported several projects in 
Bükk National Park aiming to preserve 
natural assets. Besides protecting the 
environment, the company also launched 
projects aiming to improve the quality 
of life for people living nearby. Apollo 
Tyres set up a playroom in the Bugát Pál 
Hospital in Gyöngyös and helped the 
institution to purchase toys, and also 
organize community events. These toys 
contributed to the recovery of 

3,500 
children 

last year,” Apollo Tyres concludes.

 

Apollo Tyres Eyes Strong Presence in Europe Through Hungarian Plant

Having just opened 
its Hungarian plant, 
Indian tire manufacturer 
Apollo Tyres has been 
eye-catchingly active 
in Hungary, placing a 
special emphasis on 
education. The firm is 
confident about its new 
state-of-the art plant, 
which it says will play 
a “strategic role” in the 
company’s European 
operations, further 
boosting performance 
in the region.

CHRISITAN KESZTHELYI

In this “old” model of marketing, there 
was a stimulus, usually in the form of 
a commercial, then the first moment 
of truth (at the store), then the second 
moment of truth, where a consumer 
actually takes the product home and 
begins using it. If the TV ad promoted a 
new car model, the consumer would visit 
the dealership to see and touch the car in 
person. The “Second Moment of Truth” 
occurs when the consumer purchases the 

car, takes it home and starts driving it.
A decade later, Google wanted to 

extend this model and investigate what 
happens between the “stimulus” and the 

“First Moment of Truth”. What Google 
discovered is now common wisdom but it 
had to prove it to get us here: It presented 
quantitative proof that there is a “Zero 
Moment of Truth” (ZMOT) between the 
stimulus and First Moment of Truth 
where buyers are conducting important 
research. Buyers are using on average 
over a dozen number of online sources 
in their research, and are spending more 
time with these sources year by year. 
Over 60% of consumers are performing 
mobile searches after seeing an offline ad.

Point of Focus
In the first half of this decade, automotive 
marketers had to digest and understand 
that they now have to focus as much on 
ZMOT as on any other element of the 
customer journey to influence potential 

customers. People don t̓ just walk up to a 
dealership and pick out a new car. They 
ask questions and do their research – 
online – before even getting to the lot.

We are towards the end of the decade 
that brought us this new “Mental Model 
of Marketing” and now we are seeing 
even more disruption of the old status 
quo, which still relies on dealerships 
and car lots. Mobiles and smart devices 
are reshaping interactions not just 
between people and people, but also 
between people and brands. Consumers 
are readier than ever to make instant 
decisions. People reflexively turn to 
their smart devices to act on a need to 
learn something, do something, discover 
something, watch something, or buy 
something; Google calls these “Micro-
moments”. They are intent-rich moments 
when decisions are made and preferences 
shaped. Take Tesla, for example, where 
people were able to reserve the Model 3 
online; the company is reported to have 
taken about 450,000 reservations so far. 

This is for a car that hasn’t even been built yet.
The success behind Tesla is as much 

about the customer’s digital buying 
experience as about the car itself. It’s 
a self-directed process. The ability 
to do car deals 100% online is fast 
approaching and new technologies, 
especially smart phones equipped 
with VR and AR capabilities will be 
important drivers. Fundamentally, we 
have learned how (and now love) to 
engage online in every other retail 
category: shoes, pizza, mortgages, 
electronics, books, grocery, fashion; 
pick any category. But the auto industry 
has held back in letting us do it. It’s a 
matter of giving customers what they 
want – or else.
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Around 2005, FMCG giant Procter & Gamble successfully promoted a model of marketing 
it called the “First Moment of Truth”. The phrase was built on its discovery that shoppers 
make up their minds about a product within three to seven seconds — or the time it takes 
to note a product on the shelf. 

Buyers are using on average 
over a dozen number of online 
sources in their research, and 
are spending more time with 
these sources year by year. 
Over 60% of consumers are 
performing mobile searches 
after seeing an offline ad.

From the First Moment of Truth to Micro-
moments in Automotive Marketing

Hungarian Prime Minister  Viktor Orbán  (center) and Onkar Singh 
Kawar (right), chairman and managing director of Apollo Tyres, at 

the official opening of the Hungarian plant.
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